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USE OF ENGLISH 1 

1 For questions 1–5, complete the text with the correct forms of the words in capitals.

2 For questions 1–5, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the 
fi rst. Use between three and six words including the word in capitals.

1  We didn’t expect people to envy us our success.

 BE

 We didn’t think people would be envious/jealous of our success.

2  The plane was on the verge of taking off when one of the engines caught fi re.

 ABOUT

 The plane                               off when one of the engines caught fi re.

3  By the end of the year, it will be ten years since we fi rst met.

 EACH

 By the end of the year, we                               ten years.

4  The aim of the campaign was to make people more aware of the problem of poverty.

 RAISE

 The campaign was                               about the problem of poverty.

5  Katherine fi rst went abroad when she was sixteen.

 NEVER

 By the time she turned sixteen,                              .

THE BURDEN OF BEING THE FAVOURITE CHILD

A new study suggests those who are considered the ‘favourite’ child in the family pay a high price for 

their preferred status. Researchers from Purdue University in Indiana found that feeling a heightened 

obligation to please parents and being the target of sibling rivalry both take their toll: an increased risk 

of depression. The 1weight (WEIGH) of expectation that comes with being the favoured child can feel 

like conditional attention – the child believes it’s necessary to keep achieving 2                   (POSSIBLE) 

high standards in order to avoid falling out of favour. Growing up as the star of the family often leaves 

these children with a 3                   (LIFE) need to be the centre of attention and an expectation of 

unconditional love. In addition, when their 4                   (RESPECT) siblings fail the family, they feel they 

have to compensate their parents for that by being even more responsible and mature. Psychologists 

recognise this behaviour as the Hero Child syndrome. The Hero Child works hard to help the family 
5                   (SUCCESS) through being a conscientious student and hard worker.

TIPS:
•  You need to think carefully about how to change the word so that it fi ts grammatically into the sentence – 

is it an adjective, an adverb, etc.? You should also consider the meaning – for example, do you need 
a negative or positive meaning?

•  Remember that as well as adding prefi xes and suffi xes to a word, you may also need to make other 
changes.
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WORD STORE 1A
Personality adjectives

1  tolerant = unprejudiced

2  stubborn =             

3  quick-witted =             

4  disrespectful =             

5  thoughtful =             

6  practical =             

7  loyal =             

WORD STORE 1B
Collocations

1  top position = dizzy heights

2  experience diffi culties =             

3  modest presence =             

4  homemade goodies =             

5  bring back images =             

6  strength and determination =             

7  lack of height =             

8  show their acceptance =             

WORD STORE 1C
EXTRA  Collocations

A 1 birthday     2 blot out     3 face     4 forthright     
5 free     6 imposing     7 lofty     8 require

+

B memories     stature     heights     will     approval     
hardships     treat     manner

1  birthday treat

2                              

3                              

4                              

5                              

6                              

7                              

8                              

WORD STORE 1                         The ties that bind

WORD STORE 1D
Common phrases

1   remain calm/not show any shock = not bat an 

eyelid

2  fi nds the good things about sb =            

3  a disproportionate amount =            

4  asserts sth strongly =            

5  carried on as normal =            

6 behaved as if sth did not worry her =            

7  a very old age =            

WORD STORE 1E
Word pairs

A 1  captivating     2  accurate    3  offer     
4  compelling     5  condone    6  sing     
7 privileged     8  spoiler    9  poverty-

+

B alert     background     an idea     insight     
narrative     portrayal     sb’s praises

story     stricken

1  captivating narrative

2                              

3                              

4                              

5                              

6                              

7                              

8                              

9                              

WORD STORE 1F
Collocations

A 1 charity     2 criminal     3 gut     4 minor    
5 split     6 upstanding

+

B citizen      crime     reaction     record     
second     work

1  charity work

2                              

3                              

4                              

5                              

6                              
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